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our experiments measure the brain's response to the different states induced by two distinct tasks
(picture-viewing vs. stroop). the state responses are then compared between two different groups: a
group that had performed a self-control task on a specific brain area during picture-viewing, and a

control group that had used this brain region for task execution not during the picture-viewing task.
in the second case, even if the same area is expected to be recruited, it is also possible that this

area would show modulation by an initial state of the participants. thus, we first need to account for
this initial state with the help of an independent control task. the gems software is designed to work

in desktop environments, with high performance desktop computers running windows 2000 and
newer, and include support for microsoft® r® (research edition) and matlab®. this is likely to be the

most widely used method of data analysis for gems in the medium term, as is the case for cardiac
mapping. however, we expect more widespread adoption of the software as it becomes integrated
as standard into the commercially supported packages which will be more readily available in the
long term. this is anticipated to be the case with many other fields of electrophysiology. we expect

that the software, with its open architecture, will also be adapted for other operating systems,
including linux and mac™, and development is therefore ongoing. the matlab m-files are included

with the software. the documentation is also available on the website http://www.gemssoftware.org/
. pre-recorded slow wave electrograms can be imported as isochronal maps, or as a sequence of

short and long signals, which are subsequently analyzed in sequence for basic and advanced
analysis tools, or as stimulation data to be applied to the virtual catheter. for a given isochronal map,

normal and dysrhythmic activation patterns can be imported in different formats: graphical user
interface (guif), electrograms (eq), electrograms and waveforms (eqwf), electrograms and

isochrones (ei), and waveforms and isochrones (wi). slow wave data can be imported from electrodes
in a range of formats including independent single traces (st), time- and amplitude-accumulated
curves (tac and aac respectively), and synchronous strobe data from digitized electrograms (dg).
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this study is part of an extensive research program in which participants are asked to suppress their
emotions while being presented with aversive pictures. further, we intend to estimate the influence
of emotions on the brain's function by examining whether the suppression of emotions affects the
brain's physiology, specifically through means of functional magnetic resonance imaging. in this

study, the fmri is compared with a well-validated paradigm for suppression of emotions. for a 3-min
block of self-initiated emotion suppression lasting on average 5 min, on average 3.5 phonations and

2.6 syllables are emitted. these represent a suppression of 56%, 48% and 37% respectively. (b)
response to the stroop task among the individual trials. most trials do not involve color-naming

(congruent). most trials with correct responses are type 1 errors (incorrect color-naming response to
ink color, mostly neutral words) while most trials with incorrect responses are type 2 errors (incorrect
ink color when color name is used). (c) the typical pattern of response times to the color-naming task
(black trace), as measured by the stroop task in the multi-subject sample of 19 healthy women, and

the typical pattern of response times to syllable production during suppression in the same
individuals (red trace). the subjects had 751 syllables for suppression and 673 syllables without

suppression (mean, 511; sd, 59; 623) in the stroop task and 726 syllables for suppression and 577
for no suppression (mean, 567; sd, 78; 555) during suppression. self-initiated emotion suppression
and word reading in the stroop task are of particular interest because the two tasks differ in many

respects, including on a neurophysiological level. suppression tasks have been analyzed extensively
in fmri research [ 27, 30 – 32 ]. the current study focuses on the emotion suppression component by
studying how a block of self-initiated emotion suppression before the stroop task affects the stroop
task. a specific focus is to identify the brain areas which are affected by the emotion suppression

block compared to a control block in which the participants read neutral words instead of
suppressing emotions. though the idea is not new, the design is novel, since this is the first block of
emotion suppression of this length in time, and the first block of emotion suppression analyzed in

relation to a comparable block of reading neutral words. 5ec8ef588b
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